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We CANDU It! Cameco and Brookfield Renewable
announce acquisition of Westinghouse
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Cameco announced after market that it has entered into a strategic partnership with
Brookfield Renewable (BEP-NYSE | Not rated) and its institutional partners to acquire
Westinghouse Electric Company. Terms of the transaction are detailed below.
What is Westinghouse? Westinghouse Electric is one of the world’s largest
nuclear services businesses with over a century of operational history. As an original
equipment manufacturer and servicer for over half of the world’s nuclear reactor
fleet, Westinghouse plays a very important role in the nuclear sector. Its four key
business lines include: 1) Operating Plant Services, 2) Nuclear Fuel (LT contracting
for manufacturing and installation), 3) Energy Systems (designing/developing new
reactors), and 4) Environmental Services.
Our take: At first glance we believe this transaction makes long-term strategic
sense for Cameco. However, in the short term, we anticipate a negative share
price reaction and unease amongst investors due to a number of factors,
including:
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Priced as of close of business 11 October 2022
Cameco Corporation is one of the world's largest
producers of uranium, with tier-one operations
in North America and Kazakhstan. The company
operates two key business segments: uranium and
fuel services.

•
•
•

Headline dilution and a significant capital outlay – to fund its US$2.2 billion share
(49%) Cameco will need to tap into cash on hand (~C$1.4bn), debt, and equity with
a US$650m bought deal having already been announced at a 15% discount to todays
close (US$21.95 per share).
Limited available disclosure, which makes it difficult to assess the operating and
financial performance of Westinghouse and model future projections.
Shock value - we, like many others, were not expecting this transaction.
It reduces Cameco’s “pure-play” exposure to uranium and spot/term pricing – which
could be viewed as a negative by some investors.

Despite this, we believe there is strong long-term rationale for this transaction
and opportunities for Cameco to surface value through all of its business
segments. In our view, this transaction provides CCO with:

•

Alignment across the nuclear value chain – by combining Cameco’s upstream
uranium production with Westinghouse’s downstream capabilities, CCO will effectively
become a “one stop shop” for utilities, which should give the company a competitive
advantage in contract negotiations.
• We view this as particularly relevant in the current geopolitical environment
as utilities, especially those in Europe, look to diversify their supply chain way
from Rosatom, which offers similar solutions across the nuclear supply chain
(construction/operation of nuclear plants, U3O8 production, conversion, etc.).

•

•
•
•

In this scenario, we expect Westinghouse to be a preferred builder of new nuclear
facilities in Europe and a servicer to new and existing plants previously serviced
by Rosatom (Russia)

A predictable cash flow stream – with ~85% of Westinghouse’s revenue coming from
long-term contracted or highly recurring customer service provisions
Based on historical segmented information, we estimate that Westinghouse generates
~US$600-$700 million in EBITDA per year, which suggests that Cameco paid ~7.0x,
below current trading ranges (~11.0x)
Industry-leading intellectual property and a workforce of ~9,000 employees

More broadly, we want to highlight the fact that this is arguably the most
significant transaction announced in the nuclear industry in over a decade.
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A transaction of this size should act as a clear signal to the market that fundamental
demand for nuclear power and uranium remains extremely strong.
Terms of the transaction:

•
•
•
•

CCO and Brookfield Renewable will acquire Westinghouse from its current owner,
Brookfield Business Partners (BBU), who acquired the company out of bankruptcy for
$4.6bn in 2018
Following the completion of this transaction, Cameco will own a 49% interest in
Westinghouse and Brookfield Renewable and its partners will own 51%.
The total enterprise value for Westinghouse is ~US$7.9 billion and, when adjusted
for Westinghouse’s existing debt structure, an estimated US$4.5 billion equity cost
remains (subject to closing adjustments). This cost will be shared proportionately
between Brookfield (~US$2.3 billion) and Cameco (~US$2.2 billion).
This transaction is subject to approval by BBU unitholders, as well as other
customary conditions and approvals. The transaction is expected to close in the
second half of 2023.

Preliminary Q3 results: Cameco also provided select operating results in advance of
its Q3 earnings release, scheduled for October 27 before market. Highlights from the
quarter include:

•
•
•

Uranium segment: Production at Cigar Lake is estimated to be 2mlb for Q3, a 22%
decrease vs our estimates. Operations at Inkai continue to be impacted by delays in
shipping on Trans-Caspian route. Restart activities at McArthur River continue on site
and first production is now expected in late Q4 2022.
Fuel services segment: At Port Hope, CCO produced an estimated 1.5m kgU of UF6,
a 50% decrease vs our estimates and 59% decrease QoQ.
Contracting: CCO added an additional 5mlbs of long-term uranium contracts to
its portfolio during the quarter, bringing the YTD total to 50mlbs. The company
also added 7m kgU in conversion during the quarter, allowing CCO to capitalize on
continued record-high prices in conversion.

Maintain BUY rating; C$43.00/sh target price: Our estimates are unchanged at
this time, pending a more detailed financial review of the Westinghouse transaction and
its implications for CCO's future earnings. As a result, we maintain our BUY rating and
C$43.00/sh target price. We continue to view Cameco as a go-to stock for investors
seeking exposure to improving nuclear/uranium fundamentals and rising prices. The
company is well positioned with proven production, a strong balance sheet ($1.4B cash
+ $1B undrawn revolver), and significant free cash flow growth on deck.
And just in case you didn't get our title...

Source: Company Reports
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Appendix: Important Disclosures
Analyst Certification
Each authoring analyst of Canaccord Genuity whose name appears on the front page of this research hereby certifies that (i) the
recommendations and opinions expressed in this research accurately reflect the authoring analyst’s personal, independent and
objective views about any and all of the designated investments or relevant issuers discussed herein that are within such authoring
analyst’s coverage universe and (ii) no part of the authoring analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related
to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the authoring analyst in the research, and (iii) to the best of the authoring
analyst’s knowledge, she/he is not in receipt of material non-public information about the issuer.
Analysts employed outside the US are not registered as research analysts with FINRA. These analysts may not be associated
persons of Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule 2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on
communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
Sector Coverage
Individuals identified as “Sector Coverage” cover a subject company’s industry in the identified jurisdiction, but are not authoring
analysts of the report.
Investment Recommendation
Date and time of first dissemination: October 12, 2022, 06:10 ET
Date and time of production: October 12, 2022, 06:10 ET
Target Price / Valuation Methodology:
Cameco Corporation - CCO
Our target price is based on 1.5x NAV, forecast as at July 1, 2023.
Risks to achieving Target Price / Valuation:
Cameco Corporation - CCO
Uranium price and market risk
Our estimates and valuation are extremely sensitive to the price of uranium, and we can make no assurances that the future price
trajectory of the metal will be in line with our estimates. A weaker-than-expected uranium price will impact our projected cash flows
and assumed production timelines. Downside risks to the uranium market include another nuclear accident, slower-than-expected
growth in nuclear demand, and higher than expected available secondary sources of supply.
Operational risk
Cameco’s uranium mining operations are extremely complex and therefore subject to operational risk. As extremely high-grade
uranium mines, McArthur River and Cigar Lake present challenges that are not typical of most mining operations, such as radiation
concerns and challenging ground conditions (i.e. risk of flooding).
Geopolitical risk
Given rising resource nationalism globally, geopolitical risk remains relevant for all mining companies. We note that Cameco’s
assets are predominantly located in safe jurisdictions, those being Canada, the United States, and Australia. However, exposure to
Kazakhstan, through its 40% ownership of the Inkai mine, may give some investors pause. In Kazakhstan, mineral resources belong
to the state, therefore, the state has the right to nationalize private property. This right has never been exercised, but the risk still
exists.
COVID-19 risk
Uncertainty remains around the timing of a global recovery from the COVID-19 virus. Worsening case counts of COVID-19 in
Saskatchewan and/or Kazakhstan could result a further suspension of production which would impact Cameco’s financial performance
in 2022, and potentially beyond.
Other risks
Like most mining companies, CCO is exposed to various other risks including foreign exchange, input pricing, fuel prices, social
license, etc.
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Distribution of Ratings:
Global Stock Ratings (as of 10/12/22)
Rating
Coverage Universe
#
%
Buy
640
66.60%
Hold
141
14.67%
Sell
10
1.04%
Speculative Buy
162
16.86%
961*
100.0%
*Total includes stocks that are Under Review

IB Clients
%
31.56%
17.02%
10.00%
41.36%

Canaccord Genuity Ratings System
BUY: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of over 10% during the next 12 months.
HOLD: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of 0-10% during the next 12 months.
SELL: The stock is expected to generate negative risk-adjusted returns during the next 12 months.
NOT RATED: Canaccord Genuity does not provide research coverage of the relevant issuer.
“Risk-adjusted return” refers to the expected return in relation to the amount of risk associated with the designated investment or
the relevant issuer.
Risk Qualiﬁer
SPECULATIVE: Stocks bear significantly higher risk that typically cannot be valued by normal fundamental criteria. Investments in
the stock may result in material loss.
12-Month Recommendation History (as of date same as the Global Stock Ratings table)
A list of all the recommendations on any issuer under coverage that was disseminated during the preceding 12-month period
may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically) http://disclosuresmar.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx
Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Canaccord Genuity or one or more of its affiliated companies is a market maker or liquidity provider in the securities of Cameco
Corporation or in any related derivatives.
Canaccord Genuity or one or more of its affiliated companies intend to seek or expect to receive compensation for Investment
Banking services from Cameco Corporation in the next three months.
Cameco Corporation Rating History as of 10/11/2022
I:B:C$27.00
05/31/2021

B:C$34.00
09/23/2021

B:C$37.00
02/09/2022

B:C$44.00
04/21/2022

B:C$43.00
05/05/2022
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Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)

Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Past performance
In line with Article 44(4)(b), MiFID II Delegated Regulation, we disclose price performance for the preceding five years or the
whole period for which the financial instrument has been offered or investment service provided where less than five years. Please
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note price history refers to actual past performance, and that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future price and/or
performance.
Online Disclosures
Up-to-date disclosures may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically)
http://disclosures.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx; or by sending a request to Canaccord Genuity Corp. Research, Attn:
Disclosures, P.O. Box 10337 Pacific Centre, 2200-609 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V7Y 1H2; or by sending a request
by email to disclosures@cgf.com. The reader may also obtain a copy of Canaccord Genuity’s policies and procedures regarding the
dissemination of research by following the steps outlined above.
General Disclaimers
See “Required Company-Specific Disclosures” above for any of the following disclosures required as to companies referred to in
this report: manager or co-manager roles; 1% or other ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships;
research analyst conflicts; managed/co-managed public offerings in prior periods; directorships; market making in equity securities
and related derivatives. For reports identified above as compendium reports, the foregoing required company-specific disclosures
can be found in a hyperlink located in the section labeled, “Compendium Reports.” “Canaccord Genuity” is the business name used
by certain wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc., including Canaccord Genuity LLC, Canaccord Genuity Limited,
Canaccord Genuity Corp., and Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an affiliated company that is 80%-owned by Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research are employed by Canaccord Genuity Corp. a Canadian
broker-dealer with principal offices located in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, or Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US broker-dealer
with principal offices located in New York, Boston, San Francisco and Houston, or Canaccord Genuity Limited., a UK broker-dealer with
principal offices located in London (UK) and Dublin (Ireland), or Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an Australian broker-dealer
with principal offices located in Sydney and Melbourne.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research have received (or will receive) compensation
based upon (among other factors) the Investment Banking revenues and general profits of Canaccord Genuity. However, such
authoring analysts have not received, and will not receive, compensation that is directly based upon or linked to one or more specific
Investment Banking activities, or to recommendations contained in the research.
Some regulators require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising
as a result of publication or distribution of research. This research has been prepared in accordance with Canaccord Genuity’s policy
on managing conflicts of interest, and information barriers or firewalls have been used where appropriate. Canaccord Genuity’s policy
is available upon request.
The information contained in this research has been compiled by Canaccord Genuity from sources believed to be reliable, but (with
the exception of the information about Canaccord Genuity) no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Canaccord
Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person as to its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. Canaccord Genuity
has not independently verified the facts, assumptions, and estimates contained herein. All estimates, opinions and other information
contained in this research constitute Canaccord Genuity’s judgement as of the date of this research, are subject to change without
notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility or liability.
From time to time, Canaccord Genuity salespeople, traders, and other professionals provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients and our principal trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this
research. Canaccord Genuity’s affiliates, principal trading desk, and investing businesses also from time to time make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.
This research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any designated
investments discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. As a result, the designated
investments discussed in this research may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This research is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or
company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that jurisdiction. This material is
prepared for general circulation to clients and does not have regard to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person. Investors should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an
investment decision. To the fullest extent permitted by law, none of Canaccord Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or relating to any use of the information contained in
this research.
Research Distribution Policy
Canaccord Genuity research is posted on the Canaccord Genuity Research Portal and will be available simultaneously for access by
all of Canaccord Genuity’s customers who are entitled to receive the firm's research. In addition research may be distributed by the
firm’s sales and trading personnel via email, instant message or other electronic means. Customers entitled to receive research may
also receive it via third party vendors. Until such time as research is made available to Canaccord Genuity’s customers as described
above, Authoring Analysts will not discuss the contents of their research with Sales and Trading or Investment Banking employees
without prior compliance consent.
For further information about the proprietary model(s) associated with the covered issuer(s) in this research report, clients should
contact their local sales representative.
Short-Term Trade Ideas
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Research Analysts may, from time to time, discuss “short-term trade ideas” in research reports. A short-term trade idea offers a
near-term view on how a security may trade, based on market and trading events or catalysts, and the resulting trading opportunity
that may be available. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analysts' fundamental equity rating for
such stocks. A short-term trade idea may differ from the price targets and recommendations in our published research reports that
reflect the research analyst's views of the longer-term (i.e. one-year or greater) prospects of the subject company, as a result of the
differing time horizons, methodologies and/or other factors. It is possible, for example, that a subject company's common equity that
is considered a long-term ‘Hold' or 'Sell' might present a short-term buying opportunity as a result of temporary selling pressure in
the market or for other reasons described in the research report; conversely, a subject company's stock rated a long-term 'Buy' or
“Speculative Buy’ could be considered susceptible to a downward price correction, or other factors may exist that lead the research
analyst to suggest a sale over the short-term. Short-term trade ideas are not ratings, nor are they part of any ratings system, and
the firm does not intend, and does not undertake any obligation, to maintain or update short-term trade ideas. Short-term trade
ideas are not suitable for all investors and are not tailored to individual investor circumstances and objectives, and investors should
make their own independent decisions regarding any securities or strategies discussed herein. Please contact your salesperson for
more information regarding Canaccord Genuity’s research.
For Canadian Residents:
This research has been approved by Canaccord Genuity Corp., which accepts sole responsibility for this research and its dissemination
in Canada. Canaccord Genuity Corp. is registered and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
(IIROC) and is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Canadian clients wishing to effect transactions in any designated
investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity Corp. in their particular province or territory.
For United States Persons:
Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US registered broker-dealer, accepts responsibility for this research and its dissemination in the United
States. This research is intended for distribution in the United States only to certain US institutional investors. US clients wishing to
effect transactions in any designated investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity LLC.
Analysts employed outside the US, as specifically indicated elsewhere in this report, are not registered as research analysts with
FINRA. These analysts may not be associated persons of Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule
2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a
research analyst account.
For United Kingdom and European Residents:
This research is distributed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere Europe, as third party research by Canaccord Genuity Limited,
which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This research is for distribution only to persons who are Eligible
Counterparties or Professional Clients only and is exempt from the general restrictions in section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being
distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons of a kind described in Article 19(5) (Investment Professionals) and 49(2) (High Net
Worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(as amended). It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. This material is
not for distribution in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in Europe to retail clients, as defined under the rules of the Financial Conduct
Authority.
For Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man Residents:
This research is sent to you by Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (CGWI) for information purposes and is not to
be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This research has been
produced by an affiliate of CGWI for circulation to its institutional clients and also CGWI. Its contents have been approved by CGWI
and we are providing it to you on the basis that we believe it to be of interest to you. This statement should be read in conjunction
with your client agreement, CGWI's current terms of business and the other disclosures and disclaimers contained within this
research. If you are in any doubt, you should consult your financial adviser.
CGWI is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Jersey Financial Services Commission and the
Isle of Man Financial Supervision Commission. CGWI is registered in Guernsey and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity
Group Inc.
For Australian Residents:
This research is distributed in Australia by Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited ABN 19 075 071 466 holder of AFS Licence No
234666. To the extent that this research contains any advice, this is limited to general advice only. Recipients should take into
account their own personal circumstances before making an investment decision. Clients wishing to effect any transactions in any
financial products discussed in the research should do so through a qualified representative of Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited
or its Wealth Management affiliated company, Canaccord Genuity Financial Limited ABN 69 008 896 311 holder of AFS Licence No
239052.
For Hong Kong Residents:
This research is distributed in Hong Kong by Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission. This research is only intended for persons who fall within the definition of professional investor as defined in the
Securities and Futures Ordinance. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of
persons. Recipients of this report can contact Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited. (Contact Tel: +852 3919 2561) in respect of
any matters arising from, or in connection with, this research.
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Additional information is available on request.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Corp. 2022 – Member IIROC/Canadian Investor Protection Fund
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Limited. 2022 – Member LSE, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity LLC 2022 – Member FINRA/SIPC
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited. 2022 – Participant of ASX Group, Chi-x Australia and of the NSX. Authorized and
regulated by ASIC.
All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Canaccord
Genuity Corp., Canaccord Genuity Limited, Canaccord Genuity LLC or Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. None of the material, nor its
content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party, without the prior express
written permission of the entities listed above.
None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, reproduced, or distributed to any
other party including by way of any form of social media, without the prior express written permission of the entities
listed above.
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